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During the American Revolution, a band of costumed war orphans
help protect settlers on the Western frontier.

STARRING

FREDERICK CAIN/DISPATCH

GIDEON SYNN

“Gone like a ghost,” the boy Gideon had said

as he’d tried to explain away his guilt to the hunched,
ghoulishly-dressed figure Frederick, who still rides step
for step in front of him. Those words still linger between
them days later.
The old mare’s been missing a week-- likely stolen.
Frederick had not ridden her for years, but her worth’s
beyond that. She’s a proud, athletic and noble creature,
brimming with personality, eagerness and purpose
since her youth. She’d gone missing while grazing in the
secluded patch of pasture land used by the Cuyahoga
River Riders when their fleet of horses weren’t stabled;
a welcome recreation from their underground holdings
that’s part of the Riders’ impressive sub-terrestrial base
of operations a few miles south.
It happened on Gideon’s watch-- the newest and
youngest of the new and young recruits whose charge is
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domestic chores such as supervising the fleet on these
grazing days. Frederick knows it wasn’t his fault-- the
pair are close-- but the boy-- former spy and patriot
turned war orphan avenger-- is determined to make
amends, knowing just how much this mare means to
his friend. He still plots along on his own horse behind
Frederick’s current mare, step for step, on the exhausting fourth day of the search. It’s the season for chasing
ghosts, and they’ll chase this one together.
It’s Christmas eve, and the sparse, iced world around
the pair looks the part-- a tyrannical kingdom of branches, vines and frozen jagged rocks buried in a defrauding
comfy clean of white snow. While Gideon’s pale skin and
shaggy blonde hair with drab-muted colored wardrobe
seem appropriate here, Frederick’s stark image is as alien
as swim trunks. Though it serves well as camouflage at
night, his black, draping overcoat, hat, gloves and severe black mask almost scream in these bright and silent surroundings. But even despite his obviousness in
the scene, Frederick knows too well a troubling truth
of his age-- he’s still safer with the disguise, in ruse as
the Cuyahoga River Rider known as Dispatch, than he is
without it.
A sound coos behind-- a tune-- hums and whistles. A
Christmas carol. Frederick half angles back to his riding
companion whose the source of the mindless humming,
perhaps the first sound he’s made in days. High pitched
in a boyish soprano, F major, lightly jubilant and reverent, it’d bring life to the season under different circumstances. But Frederick’s bleak posture and rumbling
growl assure the young rider these aren’t the right cir-
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cumstances, and Gideon swallows back his jubilant melody.
Right now, Frederick needs the silence. With thoughts
in two worlds, both present in the search at hand-- eyeing the subtle tells of a likely horse-made trail in the
raging winter around him-- and concerned with images
from his waking past-- ones he’d rather not relive (and,
quite frankly, had avoided), but which are inexorably
linked to his old mare-- any other distraction is particularly frustrating right now. His thoughts of his past,
largely involuntary, are another ghost alive in this frigid
season-- a ghost he’d left behind for a reason. The quicker they found the mare, the better.
A few miles further down the banks of the frozen Ohio
River, Gideon seems to take his mindless merriment
back up again. Turning again to give another grunt of
disapproval, Frederick discovers this time his young
companion is both tuneless and similarly confused.
Both stop and listen, Frederick’s thoughts fully tuning
to the world at present.
There’s a distant cough. A moan. A call. Distant, but
clear, nearer the river up the bank. Gideon and Frederick
share a decisive look.
“On it!” Gideon calls-- their first words in seeming
days jarring the frigid air. He drops from his saddle and
offers a pistol up from his side, which is awkwardly sized
for his diminutive grip, but formidable all the same. He
scurries closer to the sound as Frederick dismounts and
follows, albeit more methodically, leaving his own pistol
holstered for now.
Gideon stumbles as he finds a pale, wounded figure al-
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most buried in the snow. It’s an old man, shivering and
delirious, a gaping gash separating his left side brow. He
mumbles at nothing, is unaware of their arrival, and is
dangerously under-dressed in lightweight undergarments.
Gideon calls back to Frederick. He awkwardly holsters
his pistol and puts his hands on the man, examining his
suffering form.
“I think he’s in shock,” he continues sharply to his approaching companion. “His clothes-- his boots-- everything’s gone.”
Frederick kneels beside Gideon and eyes the burnt skin
and rotting feet. Frostbite. Hypothermia. Death, nearly.
“A highwayman surely,” Frederick concludes, “must
have caught him on the road. Robbed him of everything,
left him for dead. Probably stole--”
“His horse,” Gideon completes.
Frederick nods. For a moment, remembering his own
lost mare, his thoughts are back in two worlds.
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“We have to help him,” Gideon calls, bringing Frederick’s focus back. He considers a long moment-- a selfish,
human moment. A part of him wants to say it’s too late,
that these past wounds are fatal, that this is a dead man-and that they should leave and continue their search for
the mare in earnest.
But he knows it’s a lie.
“There’s a family that lives a few miles from here-- they
might know him. We should take him there immediately.”
“Do you think he’s going to be okay?”
“He’ll lose some toes-- but if we can get him to a fire
quick enough, he’ll live.”
Springing to work, and at Gideon’s insistence, the pair
move the man toward the back of his saddle, where the
boy instinctively outfits him with what little extra blankets and outerwear he can spare-- perhaps too much,
Frederick complains, but the boy won’t hear it. In moments they break from the mare’s suspected trail and
make southwest for the family’s settlement.
Leaving what little coverage the bare woods offer them
is jarring, as rising winds slice and harass them harsher
in the bare fields. Gideon tries to hide it, but the elements
take a fast toll on the now underdressed underling. Frederick sees his shivering and instructs him to mark his
steps behind, hoping his oversized costume, directly in
front, can serve as a windshield for the boy and his freezing passenger, but it’s soon obvious it makes little difference.
He calls back, holding up his horse and jockeying it
around: “Take my coat and disguise.” He pulls back his
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mask, revealing a strong and sincere face, masculine and
handsome, of African descent.
“No, I’m alright.”
“It’s not a request. I’m older. And fatter.”
Frederick offers the menacing mask with a lax wrist.
Gideon sighs and takes it, followed by Frederick’s large
and equally unsettling overcoat, which is already big
on Frederick, and absolutely swallows Gideon. The boy
wraps it around his shivering form, his arms binding his
chest. He slips the mask on the top of his head, but leaves
its lip resting down above his forehead, for now, hanging
like a broken wizard’s cap.
“I don’t like this,” Gideon protests.
“What if somebody sees you?”
“Does Thunderbird worry about being
seen without her mask?”
“That’s different. It’s not safe for you--”
“I can take care of myself Gideon.”
“That’s not what Thunderbird thinks--”
Gideon stops suddenly. He’s overplayed his hand. “That’s-- that’s not what
I meant--”
“I know what you meant Gideon. And
I know why Rebecca insisted you come
along. It’s not just you feel responsible
for the horse--”
“I don’t know what you’re talking
about, she didn’t want me to go--”
Frederick turns fully, sharply, slightly
approaching.
“That was for my benefit. I know that.
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They’re in your boot aren’t they? The dummy papers?”
Gideon clams.
“You know-- the papers that say you own me?”
A long moment.
“She’s worried that whoever has-- or whoever finds-that mare will trace the brand back east. To the people
that used to own-- uh, used to own it.”
“Who used to own me.”
Again, Gideon can’t find words.
“I’ve spent almost my entire life on the run, Gideon-but I won’t be a prisoner to that mask. And I know how
to take care of myself.”
With a soft turn, Frederick resumes forward into the
cutting wind. Gideon slips the mask fully over his face
and follows before continuing, softly muffled: “She’s just
being cautious. It’s nothing to be upset about-- right?”
“Who says I’m upset?” Frederick offers, face forward.
“But there’s a reason you kept it to yourselves, right?”
Gideon’s silence is enough of a response.

It’s not quite dusk when they arrive at the

farm, a modest scatter of log-stacked shack structures,
tilled fields and pastures arranged in crude defiance of
the wild world around it. Gideon attempts to wake his
unconscious tow for any sign of recognition, but though
still alive, the man remains unconscious.
“This is the Benson’s here, I believe,” Frederick informs.
“All I know is they have a son in one of the militia outfits. The family should have some kind of an idea of what
other settlers are in this area. Maybe we’ll get lucky and
they’ll recognize him-- or at least give us a next step.”
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Frederick turns back to Gideon, lost in the oversized
costume like a melting bogeyman.
“I assume you want me to stay here?” Frederick asks.
“It’s safer.”
Frederick nods very well. “I’ll wait for you here. Even
if they don’t know him-- get him some time by the fire
before you leave.”
Gideon removes the mask-- now a pale head of hair
awkwardly protruding from the puddle of dark cloth-and nods as he gallops to the farm.

In a few hours, after night collapses the bright

horizon, Gideon finally returns with the man, now
wrapped in more secure bandages and greater coverings,
and benefited from a respite by the fire. Though still unresponsive, his color has improved. The Bensons didn’t
know the man, but as Frederick had predicted, they had
a lead-- one which sends the ceaseless riders to the Wiley’s, then to the Robeson’s, then to the Jacobson’s, then
the Briar’s. It’s late evening when they reach the Fullerton’s, some twelve miles south from where they had last
spotted the trail of the lost mare. Frederick swallows his
frustrations-- another day lost. And the mare is still out
there.
Frederick nods as Gideon trudges off towards the Fullerton farm, shack-like shelters functionally the same
as the other pioneer farms they’d visited that day, mundane and featureless, and his thoughts return to the other world-- the other ghost. To images, emotions, anxieties, fear. Hate. To the world he was born into-- without
purpose, or at least one of his choosing-- which he had
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only escaped thanks to that lost mare. It was decades
ago now, but the feelings-- stronger than the memories
themselves-- are as powerful and real as ever. Their power is overwhelming-- as if keeping that mare stowed all
these years had somehow kept this dark past at bay, and
now he is forced to face it.
But facing his past comes at the cost of his present, and
Frederick fails to notice the sounds suddenly creeping
behind him. The crunch of the snow. The familiar slight
trotting gallop. The jingle of reigns-- that gets him, but
it’s too late-- he turns to face down the barrel of an accusatory musket and the blunt glare of a haggard, threatened pioneer.
“What’re you doing here?” the man demands. Frederick doesn’t flinch. He considers his holstered pistol, a
moment, but that’s not a move he can make right now.
The man cocks back his musket to accentuate his question, still lingering in the cold.
Frederick eyes him calm. “We found an injured man.
We’re looking for his home--”
“This is my home. Do I look injured to you?”
Frederick solemnly shakes his head.
“When my ward returns we’ll be off then--”
“Ward? You gotta ward?”
Frederick just nods.
“You know, I saw a lost mare, about 4 nights ago, not
too far off the bank trail down river.”
Frederick is wide-eyed.
“See, it’s curious cause it don’t belong out here. It’s got
a brand-- from back east. I think maybe it’s stolen. Maybe
someone used it to get away from there. I thought about
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sending word to them that own it-- thought they might
be looking for a runaway.”
Frederick doesn’t flinch; emotion doesn’t betray his
fixed stare.
“You sure that maybe there’s not another purpose for
why you’re out here? Like maybe, fellow, you’re the one
that lost that mare?”
Frederick is calm, despite the sudden escalation. He
blinks slow.
“I’m a free man. And that’s not my purpose here.”
A scowl. “And what exactly is your purpose again--”
“WAIT!” a voice declares, blasting the cold. The haggard farmer maneuvers his musket instinctively towards the sound. Spotting his chance, Frederick surges
to action-- he kicks the sides of his horse, jutting forward
enough to launch himself on to the startled musketman,
the pair tumbling to the ground.
“I said wait!” It’s Gideon. “We don’t want any trouble!”
As Frederick and the man struggle their horses scurry back; the man kicks and wails, yet Frederick wrestles
away the gun. The immediate threat neutralized, Frederick stands over the man, who wriggles back but is still
pinned to the ground, fists clenched tight to his chest.
“There’s no trouble,” Frederick states plainly.
“Don’t kill me!”
Frederick shakes his head. He offers a merciful hand.
After a moment, the man takes it, as Frederick helps him
to his feet.
“Obviously you can’t help us,” Frederick continues,
“we’ll be on our--”
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“Russell?” It was the dying man, the frozen man, the
formerly unconscious tow on the back of Gideon’s saddle. The first thing he’s managed past a mumble since
the pair found him.
“Father?!” the haggard farmer responds.
“Father? You’re this man’s son?!” Frederick asks.
“Yes! He’d... he’d been visiting here-- left just a day
ago-- what happened?!”
“A highwayman, we think,” Gideon calls. “He’s hurt-he needs fire and care--”
“Of course!” The haggard man scurries over. “Father,
you’ll be alright!”
“Russell…” The injured man trails off.
“Let’s get him inside!” the haggard man, Russell, exclaims, reclaiming his horse. “Come! Both of you!”
“Go Gideon,” says Frederick, moving back to his horse
and tossing the stolen musket to the snow. “I’ll stay. We
need to get back about our
business.”
Gideon nods, turning his
horse to follow Russell, who
watches Frederick curiously. He considers a moment.
“I’m sorry fellow,” Russell admits. “Thank you.
For saving his life. If there’s
anything, I can--”
“The mare,” Frederick begins bluntly, “that you saw.
Where?”
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Russell considers. “You are looking for it, huh?”
Frederick’s silence is enough of a response.
“It’s here. Stabled up for the night. It’s yours fellow?
Take her back. It’s the least I can do.” He nods to Gideon.
“I’ll send it back with the boy.”
Russell turns his horse back around and, after a final
nod of appreciation, begins towards the farm, as Gideon
follows.
That’s when it hits Frederick. The haggard farmer had
seen the mare, wild-- obviously, it had not been stolen. It
had fled. But why? Maybe because she’s worth more than
spending the rest of her life out to pasture. Maybe her
purpose is beyond simply serving his own.
Russell and Gideon stop as Frederick calls forward:
“Your father. How will he get back home?”
“I’m not sure,” Russell confesses. “Not to worry-- we’ll
find some way--”
“Yes. The mare.”
Gideon turns to Frederick, wide-eyed.
“Now fellow you’ve done a good thing here. I don’t
want to--”
“Don’t worry about it. She’s old but reliable. Still in
good enough shape. She’ll get him home.”
Russell considers. He nods deliberate, and then leads
Gideon the path home.
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Their ride back is quiet again-- perhaps

more so, now, as the wind has died, and the night is
calmed by a gentle snowfall, anticipating the turn to
Christmas day.
“Why?” Gideon suddenly blurts, shrilly, carrying in
the dull silence.
“The man needed a horse,” Frederick responds glib.
“I understand that, but still-- why? That horse meant
everything to you.”
Frederick considers a long moment. He eyes the stark
mask of Dispatch, stowed but creeping from his saddle
satchel.
“Gideon, she meant that much to me because she gave
me a purpose, all my own. But I put her out to pasture
years ago, and she hasn’t had one since. Time I returned
the favor.”
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Gideon considers. He shakes his head, puzzled and yet
somehow understanding. “Merry Christmas, Frederick,”
he offers up ahead to the man who’d caught his ghosts.
“Merry Christmas,” Frederick gruffs back, biting a
smile.
Therefore, Christian men, be sure
Wealth or rank possessing
Ye, who now will bless the poor
Shall yourselves find blessing.

DID YOU KNOW?
The issue of slavery was very complex for America’s
Founding Fathers. Though many founding fathers were
slave owners and understood the economic importance of
slavery (especially in the Southern colonies), most were
at least philosophically against the practice, a hypocrisy
some, such as George Washington and Thomas Jefferson
(Washington wrote often of his support of abolitionism,
or the freeing of slaves; and Jefferson, at one point, even
called slavery a “disease”) struggled with their entire adult
lives.

DISCUSSION
Frederick is forced to confront a trauma from his past-that he was born to enslavement. Though it was a life he was
able to escape by fleeing to the burgeoning nation’s frontier,

runaway slaves were never completely safe from capture
in Colonial America, as they could be kidnapped and sold
back into slavery at any time; plus, lives for runaway slaves
and even freedmen were very challenging during the colonial era, as they faced discrimination and did not enjoy the
same rights as most colonials. Slavery wasn’t completely
abolished in the United States until 1865, and the legacy of
slavery can still be felt today. Slavery is a very important,
complex-- and tough-- topic to discuss, but doing so is vital
for all Americans. For more resources on the history of the
practice of slavery in America, along with some valuable
key concepts to understand and tools on how to deal with
the topic in a comprehensive way, please visit https://www.
tolerance.org/frameworks/teaching-hard-history/american-slavery

WHAT WAS CHRISTMAS LIKE DURING THE
REVOLUTION?
By Madison, Super Science Showcase Staff
America, as the country we know today, was founded by
descendants of Christians who immigrated from Europe,
and as such Christmas has been celebrated in the country
since the earliest Europeans arrived. How they and their descendants celebrated the holiday season, however, was very
much dependent on what part of the new nation they called
home.
Christmas in New England circa 1776 was a pretty somber affair. New England was founded by Puritans, and
though most formally established Puritan denominations
had stopped practicing in the colonies by the 1740s, their
influence on the practice of Christianity in the region was
long lasting. The Puritan version of Christianity was very
strict and Fundamentalist, and did not endorse fun nor festive activities like parties. They believed such merriment,
which most of us enjoy today to celebrate the holiday, was a
Perversion of what Christmas was supposed to be-- which,

in their view, was a time of reflection and a time to praise
God for their good fortune. A typical Puritan Christmas
included several hours of a church sermon, followed by a
Christmas meal with family; this practice at Christmas was
the predominant one in New England throughout the revolutionary war.
Many other cities, such as New York, were much more
influenced by English Christmas traditions than the Puritans, and while their Christmas day also included a sermon
at a church, the sermon was typically followed by much
more familiar celebrations (to us), such as parties and
dances (and even drinking-- a big no-no for Puritans and
their descendants!). In these other cities, it was also not
uncommon for the very richest people in a community to
fund a public day of celebration, which often included food,
drink, activities and sometimes even games for everyone!
Homes were decorated familiarly too, with greens such as
holly hung in celebration-- and inside, festive meals with
special dishes (such as unusual puddings and foods with
unique ingredients such as pineapple-- a very rare luxury
in the 18th Century) were the norm.
Another important tradition shared by most cities (that
weren’t established by Puritans, that is) was the burning of
the Yule Log. A yule log was a special log that was carefully
prepared to be pleasant to sight and smell, and was burned
in the hearth as part of Christmas celebrations, accompanied by food and drink. While the traditions based around
its burning are highly varied (some burned the yule log for
the 12 days of Christmas, for instance, while others burned
it on either Christmas eve or Christmas day only), almost

all of America burned a yule log to celebrate the Christmas through New Year season. Often, family and friends
would gather to view the burning of the log while they
visited with one another; this practice is the direct descendant of the video yule log (for the modern home with
modern conveniences, like televisions and central heating), which is so popular today that there are cable channels and Netflix streams dedicated to it 24 hours a day the
entire holiday season!
While Christmas celebrations were common in the
colonies for civilians during the revolution, soldiers on
Christmas day didn’t always have the luxury of a holiday-- and in one very famous instance, Christmas day was
home to one of the revolution’s most successful military
campaigns. During the famous Battle of Trenton, colonial soldiers crossed the Delaware River (as depicted in
the famous painting on the next page) on Christmas day
to attack an unsuspecting camp of Hessians the day after
(a term for German troops hired by Great Britain to fight
for The Crown during the revolution). The sneak attack
was a huge success and a very important victory for the
then struggling revolutionaries, mostly because General George Washington knew the hired German soldiers
(who celebrated Christmas in a VERY non-Puritanical
way, with parties and drink) would be especially unprepared for the battle-- and the American’s routed them.
One thing atypical of Christmas in America at that time
was, surprisingly, gift giving! Very few people in America gave gifts at Christmas, and most of the modern emphasis on gift giving we enjoy now is actually the result

of merchants using the holiday to promote sales through
advertising that started in the early 1800s. During the revolution, gifts were actually more likely to be given at New
Year’s, if they were given at all.
So the Christmas of the American Revolution was, in
many ways, very similar to the Christmas we still now enjoy. Just be thankful jumping in some boats to cross the
Delaware for a Hessian ambush isn’t still part of the festivities. Merry Christmas!

Washington Crossing the Delaware
by Emanuel Leutze, 1851

GLOSSARY
By the Super Science Showcase Staff
Battle of Trenton important battle of the American Revolutionary War on December 26, 1776 in Trenton, New Jersey, where General George Washington and his patriots ambushed hired German troops (fighting for the British) who
were ill-prepared for an attack due to celebrating the Christmas holiday the day before.
Fundamentalist one who believes in a “fundamental”
strict, literal interpretation of a religion’s scripture.
Hessians approximately 30,000 German troops hired by
the British to fight during the American Revolutionary War.
Perversion altering something from its original intent or
meaning.
Puritans strict English protestants in the 16th and 17th
centuries who wanted to “purify” the Church of England
from Catholicism.
Washington, General George a founding father of the
United States of America; also the nation’s first president
and, during the American Revolutionary War, the General
of the Continental Army.
Yule Log a specially selected log, burnt on a hearth, as a
Christmas tradition, originally from Europe.
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